Activities

- Minimum of 3 presentations per year
- Quarterly newsletter
- Planned EMC Workshop
- Informative Website
  (www.engineersaustralia.org.au/emcsa)
Chairman: Mark Mifsud
Secretary: Soumitra Niyogi
Treasurer: Kingsley McRae
Membership Coordinator: Paul Payne
Newsletter Editor: Daniel Liu
Webmaster: Arthur Weedon
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Recent Activities

- May 2013
  Presentation by Prof. Christian Schuster (topic “Fundamentals of Signal Integrity and Power Integrity”
Recent Activities

- May 2013 Presentation by Prof. Madhavan Swaminathan (topic: “Micro and Nano miniaturization of systems”)
April 2014
Presentation by Mark Mifsud on Intraoperability Testing of Systems
Proposed Activities

- 1 day EMC Workshop October 2014
- Possible GEMCCON in Adelaide in February 2014???
Issues with Sister Society Agreement

- IEEE invoice at the end of the calendar year
- EA invoice at the end of the financial year
- IEEE invoice has no option for associate membership as allowed in Sister Society Agreement.
Other Issues

- Recruiting Members (especially Gen Y)
- Inertia from IEEE and lack of response
- Gender bias in membership